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Abstract –
Free space optical Networks (FSO) provide benefits such as high speed, cost efficiency and
licence-free high bandwidth. However, these networks are susceptible to different
atmospheric conditions.
The purpose of this thesis is to study the effects of weather on the performance of resource
allocations and routing algorithms on the FSO network in order to investigate how to achieve
an efficient data flow within the FSO systems.
In FSO networks, resource allocation involves allocating communication resources to the links
of the network. The optimal routing of the data depends on the link capacities which are a
function of the communications resources allocated to the links.
In this thesis, the resource allocation and routing problems are a multi-commodity network
flow problem. In order to solve the resource allocation and routing problems in Free Space
Optical network systems, what is proposed is a Lagrangian relaxation-based solution that uses
both a dual decomposition method and Dijkstra's algorithm.
The algorithm performs under three weather conditions: without atmospheric turbulence;
under normal weather conditions and under severe weather conditions. The results of these
methods and the proposed solutions will be described.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the field of broadband wireless applications, Free Space Optics (FSO) communication is
regarded as the next-generation high-speed wireless communication technology. FSO technology
has the potential of high bandwidth capacity, such as 10Gbits/s. However, the capacity of FSO is
affected by weather turbulences [1]. FSO technologies depend on the propagation of an optical
beam through media, such as air or vacuums, which interact with and thereby affect the quality
of the propagating optical signal. FSO must be appended to the set of solutions for meeting the
bandwidth requirements of the modern internet. The next generation of internet connectivity
will push the limits of existing infrastructure with its even greater demand for high speedbandwidth applications such as video conferences, streaming multi-media content, and networkenabled portable devices. The advantages that FSO offers include cost effectiveness, long
transmission distance, free license, interference immunity and high bandwidth. In this thesis, the
optimization of resource allocation and routing problems with the FSO network model is
investigated.

Figure 1.1: FSO communication technology with optical wireless and different user connectivity
[14].
Figure 1.1 shows the FSO communication technology with optical wireless and different user
connectivity systems within the atmospheric channel. The FSO will be one of the most powerful
tools to address the problems of connectivity queues that have been created in high speed
networks during the past decade. Performance and future improvements depend on the reliable
links of the FSO mechanism. The performance of free-space link can also be improved by the
forward error correction and packet level correction codes. FSO has demonstrated its capability
11

to deliver data faster than any other wireless communication technology [2]. This is also one of
the most secure wireless communication systems [4].

Figure.1.2: Basic communication systems [14].
Figure 1.2 shows a very basic block diagram of any communication system such as a single pointto-point system. FSO has been recently very active dealing with many exciting fundamental and
technological challenges to improve its performance in a range of scenarios. On long-range,
medium-range and short-range in FSO links, atmospheric turbulence such as fog, rain,
temperature etc, causes intensity fluctuations, which has limits of links performance. The
performance of an optical link can be improved by the use of different techniques such as
aperture averaging, coding schemes, intensity modulation formats techniques, diversity schemes
and routing on resource allocation techniques in FSO systems [20]. Routing and resource
allocation techniques is very important in FSO communication systems to maintain the node
communication and link capacity in regularly.

1.1 Purpose:
The purpose of this thesis is to study the effect of weather on the performance of resource
allocation and routing algorithms for the Free Space Optical network in order to analyze how to
achieve an efficient data flow within the FSO systems.
In the context of FSO network, transmit powers and bandwidths are considered as resources. The
Link capacity of an FSO network is the function of these resources meaning that the capacity of
a link of an FSO network can be adjusted by assigning these resources to that particular link. The
total utility of network in turns is a function of the link capacities of different links. An
optimization of the utilization of network resources, such as power and bandwidth allocation, is
needed.

12

1.2 Objective: The objectives of the research work are presented below:
 To simulate the effect of weather turbulence such as strong turbulence,
medium turbulence and weak turbulence on resource allocation and routing
algorithms in the FSO network.

 To improve the performance of FSO links in a communications system, where
atmospheric turbulence effects can be severe.

1.3 Scope:

 To develop an algorithm based on a dual decomposition method for multi
commodity flow problems for free space optical (FSO) networks.

 To observe the weather effect on the above algorithm in the FSO
network.

 To allocate power and bandwidth, as well as routing, between source and sink
pairs.

1.4 Thesis Outline:
The rest of the chapters are organized as follows: Chapter 2 is an overview of the theoretical
background of FSO. Chapter 3 explains the related works. The Methodology is explained in
Chapter 4. The Result is in Chapter 5. A discussion of the results is presented in Chapter 5 and
the Conclusion and Future Work in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Overview of FSO and Theoretical background

Recently, communication systems have demanded a high data-transfer rate on communication
links with band-width, better performance, fewer errors, enhanced security, good channel
capacity and low power use. FSO laser beam data signals are transmitted by the medium of air
[11]. Atmospheric attenuation, which affects the performance of the links in FSO technique, is a
major challenge for FSO technology. Free space optical links are mainly characterized by two
types of attenuation:
i) Geometric attenuation.
ii) Atmospheric attenuation.
To control the geometric attenuation, the parameters are usually changed. These parameters
are, for example, transmitter diameter, divergence angle and the distance between the links. The
atmospheric attenuation depends largely on weather conditions such as fog, rain and humidity
[12].

2.1

Historical Overview in FSO Systems:

Different kinds of techniques have been developed in recent times to transmit data such as
coded signals to communicate with users. However, in ancient times, there were also various
techniques that were used to transmit signals, such as light and fire. Alexander Graham Bell
and his team invented the world first wireless telephone and also created the photo-phone.
This device transmits the signals by using a beam of light.

Figure: 2.1: Shows the path of reflected sunlight after and
before being modulated using a photo-phone transmitter
(1880-1905) [13].
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For security and quality reasons, the German military invented another optical system, called the
Heliograph telegraphy transmitter, and its first practical use was for military communication
during the First World War. After that, the Germans used optical Morse transmitters called
Blinkgeräts in 1980. These transmitters are much better than photophones and their
communication distance is up to 2.5 miles (daylight) and 5 miles (at night) [13].
There has been continuous research to develop the light source for improving the security of the
signal as well as the distance. In 1962, Lincoln Labs built an experimental optical wireless
communication (OWC) link which used a light-emitting GaAs diode and it was able to transmit
signals over a 30-mile distance [5]. OWC was the main deployment area of laser but it was a
divergence of laser beam error and was affected by weather turbulence. After that, in 1970, low
loss fiber optics were developed and this is widely used in OWC systems. However, these systems
had a very low data-transmitting rate.
In 2001, Reasonable Optical Near Joint Access (RONJA) invented the data-transmit rate of
10Mbps by using an FSO device from the Czech Republic [5]. It was used wirelessly through a
beam of light and its range was 1.4Km. However, that signal is not very secure in 2007.
The FSO-based telescope was introduced in 2008 by MRV communication and its data-transmit
rate is 10Gbits/s at distance of 350 meters. In 2013, the MOSTCOM company introduced an
Artolink M1-10G with a high data-rate of 10Gbits/s and at a distance of 2.5 Km. Currently the FSO
communication range is several thousand kilometers(Km) [22].

2.2

Performance and Theoretical overview of FSO Systems:

When surveying the performance of an FSO link under weak to strong atmospheric turbulence
conditions, some effects of turbulence, error control codes and special diversity are seen.
Various weather conditions cause fluctuations in the intensity of light and the phase of the
reception of the laser beam. Unexpected temperatures and wind flow also affect the intensity of
the signal and this occurs at random. Free space communication will be subject to different
weather turbulence conditions.
In [11] a dynamic allocation of resources such as power, bandwidth and the data rate in multiaccess fading in the wireless network, has been varying due to the nature of the environment.
This is characterized by the throughput of the multi-access fading channel with perfect channel
state information to the receivers and the transceivers
A detection technique for FSO networks helps to mitigate the effect of turbulence-induced logamplitude functions [22]. It helps to mitigate the turbulence-induced fading and shows the dual
receiver case of ML diversity reception in the form of the conventional EGC method.
An uncoded differential phase shift keying (DPSK) system was introduced by K. Kiasaleh with
coherent detection in an optical beam which is subject to K-distributed turbulence [14]. Kdistributed turbulence is characterized by long distance and the random fluctuation of signals.
15

The bit error rate of only 10-9 is achieved by uncoded DPSK systems but coded DPSK systems
cannot achieve this rate of error.
Temporal and special domain methods are used for the distribution of fading in between two
receivers. Spatial correlation between the receivers is considered and the optimal ML detection
scheme is derived for correlation spatial diversity reception. Here, on-off keying (OOK) with
intensity modulation is used [6].
Zhu and Kahn introduced an error control code for the mitigation of turbulence and to improve
the performance of the FSO systems [15]. Here, an approximation of upper bound for the
pairwise error probability has been formulated with many coding schemes such as block codes,
turbo codes and conventional codes. The OOK system has been used to analyze in this system.
The random fluctuation in the intensity is characterized by Log-Normal distribution under weak
turbulence. The pairwise error probability (PEP) is invalid under strong weather turbulence
conditions.
Belmonte derived an exact bit error rate of M-ray phase shift keying method, called the Modal
Compensation Technique, which is used for phase noise [16]. The amplitude fluctuation is
characterized by log-normal distribution and phase fluctuation is characterized by a Gaussian
distribution.
Zhengdao Wang analyzed the performance of wireless communication systems over a random
fading channel [17]. The average error probability and outage probability are calculated using
PDF of SNR. The gains are based on PDF and SNR values. The equation is used to find perfect
outage p o a ilit [ ]. Pout = P γ ≤ γth . Whe e γth is the “N fo hi h the s
ol of the e o
rate is equal to the threshold and Pout outage probability
In [23] Letzepis found an outage probability of the MIMO Gaussian channel. The effect of
scintillation is mitigated through the use of multiple lasers and multiple apertures and the
scintillation index is given by
� =

[ ]
where, is defined as the normalized combined fading coefficient, �
and the total average received SNR is [ ] .

is the scintillation index

Mingbo NiuJulian Cheng and Jonathan have described the optical communication systems with
diversity reception in an FSO network and the exact error rate of coherent free space optical
communication under weak turbulence conditions [18]. The exact error of BPSK and the outage
probability of the function are found in this system.
In [19] Mingbo Niu analyzed the exact bit error rate for PSK and QAM closed form moment
generating function of intensity. The intensity and the phase of the receive laser beam signals
are changed because of atmospheric turbulence. Here, the intensity and phase of the optical
signal is taken as a random variable. Hence a spatial diversity scheme is used to improve
performance on FSO links.
16

2.3 Data Transmission rate in FSO:
In telecommunication and FSO communication, the computing rate is defined by the number of
bits that are conveyed or processed per unit of time. The bandwidth rate will be determined by
a number of factors, including the compression rate and the desired quality of signals. Some
typical example rates for data stream for various applications are shown below [7].
Audio
224-320 K bit/s

Video
40 M bit/s

Internet Technology
Ethernet 1Gbps

Computer Technology
Firewire-400Mbps

Table-2.1: Data transfer rate in various applications in FSO system.

2.4 Difference between today FSO network and OWC Network:
In FSO, compared to optical wireless technology, has relatively long links and delivers ultra - high
bandwidth to stationary end users. OWC delivers a much lower bandwidth to end-users, over
long distances if handover protocols are used, or over a limited distance without handover.
Today, FSO Communication technology and OWC technology have some differences between the
bandwidth, link length and mobility as seen in the table below:
Technology
FSO
OWC

Bandwidth
High
Low

Link Length
Long
Short

Mobility
Long
Limited to High

Table-2.2: FSO vs. OWC mobile.

2.5 Data transmission in today network:
The number of worldwide broadband subscriptions is growing along with the Internet host
counts and the demand for bandwidth is increasingly on the rise. It is important to learn how the
internet works in FSO connectivity. It has a significant role now and in the future.
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Figure.2.2: Bite rate for the years 1980 -2015 for both core and access area [8].
The above figure shows the tremendous demand for bandwidth for the years 1980–2015 for
both core areas (the core area is the cross-sectional area which the refractive index) and access
areas.

2.6 Advantages and Disadvantages of Today’s FSO Network:
Free-space optical communication refers to the line of sight technology and data transmitting
through atmospheric turbulence in outdoor systems [9]. FSO communication has been largely
confined to communicating between fixed sites and it has many advantages such as those below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Typically, the FSO network operates under an unlicensed Tera-Hartz spectrum
beam.
The FSO network provides several magnitudes of improvement in signal over
Radio Frequency (RF).
The channels of FSO are immune to electromagnetic Interference (EMI).
It is secure with a low probability of interception (LPI) and a low probability of
detection (LPD).
It is protocol independent to support multiple platforms and interferences.

However, free-space optical communication has some disadvantages such as insufficient
availability and low reliability due to weather turbulence. Weather conditions such as fog, rain,
temperature, dust particles, snow, etc. affect FSO communication performance.
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2.7 Classification of FSO channel:
In free space optical communication, the optical channel can be classified into three categories:
1. Free-Space Channel.
2. Free-Space Atmospheric Channel.
3. Free-Space Underwater Channel and the FSO channels also unguided or free
channel.

2.8 Topology and Basic Architecture in FSO Systems:
There are three main basic FSO architectures which have been used.
i)

Point to Point (PP): This architecture is a dedicated connection that offers higher
bandwidth, but it is less scalable.

Figure 2.3: Point to point topology in FSO link concept.
ii)

Mesh: This architecture offers redundancy and higher reliability with easy nodes
addition, but restricts distance more than other option.

19

Figure 2.4: Mesh topology in FSO link concept.
iii)

Point to Multi Point(PMP): Offers cheaper connection and facilitates node
addition but at the expenses of lower the point to point option

Figure 2.5: Point to Multipoint Topology in FSO link concept.
Figure 2.3 shows the point to point (PP) topology architecture, the mesh topology architecture
in Figure 2.4 and, in Figure 2.5, the point to multipoint topology in the FSO network systems.
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2.9 How to implement an FSO network:
The access network consists of a base station (FSO node) connected to the fiber ring backbone
infrastructure. Each FSO is equipped with a number of optical transceiver that serves as either
redundant access points or relay networked building. The core network area (the cross-sectional
area which the refractive index) consists of a network operation center and asynchronous
transfer mode switch.

Figure 2.6: A simplified FSO network implementation [14].
The mesh configuration eliminates the point-to-point and point-to-multipoint single-point-offailure weakness. The customer premises equipment (CPE) nodes may be connected to Network
Termination Units (NTU) via fiber. Multiple users in the premises Network may share the CPE
nodes.
Figure 2.6 shows a core network which consists of (1) network operation center (NOC), (2)
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) switch, (3) add-drop multiplexers (ADM), and (4) fiber-optic
SONET/SDH ring that serves as the backbone infrastructure. Network management software
(NMS) used by the NOC performs management and performance monitoring operations for a
specified customer region. The ADM performs multiplexing and de-multiplexing of data at various
network junctions. The ATM switch performs data regulation and control.

2.10 Security features for FSO Network:
In general, the FSO transceiver is installed on the rooftop of the tallest building so that the
transceiver is not easily accessible. The electronics may be enclosed in a secure manner and the
interconnected cable with sensor may have protection from unauthorized intrusions. The FSO
network also has some basic security features:
21

i) The laser beam is very narrow and is in the spectrum that is invisible to the human
eye so the FSO link is difficult to find by a third party.
ii) The laser beam is installed at a height and it is not too easily accessible.

2.11. The Atmosphere in FSO Network.
The atmospheric condition affects a vital rule for outdoor free space optical communication
network. The medium of FSO that continuously changes in fog, temperature, humidity, and
pressure and the density of the medium over the time and along the path of the propagating
beam. Rain, fog, haze, smog, snow, and other conditions have an adverse effect on the laser
beam and the communication signal are affected by rain, fog, snow, temperature, haze and
others weather condition.
An FSO link can be interrupted by bad atmospheric condition during operation [16]. In outdoor
FSO systems may affected by low temperature, medium temperature and high temperature. The
operating temperature of the op to - ele t o i s a e − ° C to ° C.
i)

Due to humidity and low temperature the FSO model may be maintained
in different ways. In this case, an appropriately designed, water-sealed and
shelf- controlled heated housing is recommended. In extremely high
temperatures, a self - cooled housing is required to maintain the opto electronics operating within the manufactured operating temperature
limits. An automatic temperature controlled housing keeps the opto electronics operating within the operating and humidity range and it
extends the lifespan of the components.

ii)

Dense fog and heavy snow may disrupt the FSO link operation. A
communication link down for extended periods is unacceptable. An
automatic RF back-up is a protection strategy that keeps the link operable,
although downgraded, for as long as an adverse atmospheric condition
persists. However, in this case, because the millimeter - wave RF beam may
be 20 or more meters in diameter, as compared to about two meters of
the substituted optical beam, the communication link security needs to be
considered.

iii)

Link engineering considers transmitted power, propagating beam - width,
receiver sensitivity, receiver optics, and alignment strategy in such a
balanced way as to minimize the mean down time due to atmospheric
conditions. Link engineering also considers the mean lifetime of
components before failure.
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2.12. Optical Signal to Noise Ratio (OSNR):
The amount of noise power in the signal power is important in the FSO network. Basically, it is
considered to be the optical signal to noise ratio. OSNR is an important signal performance
parameter in FSO links and it is related to the bit error rate (BER). The approximation empirical
formula to calculate is,
BER is:

= . − .

dB

In FSO links the optical power that impacts on the aperture of the photo-detector needs to be
equal or higher than its sensitivity. The FSO power at the receiver depends on various parameters
such as:
• Opti al o po e t atte uatio o gai due to ea fo usi g
• Data it ate
• Opti al efle tio s
• Lase beam characteristics
• Wa ele gth of ha el
• Modulatio
ethod
• Li k le gth
• T a s issio
ediu pa a ete s a d effe ts
• D a i a d i - max parameter variation of medium
• A plifi atio oise
• Ta get o e pe ted BER
• T a s itte a d e ei e aging margin
• Re ei e de isio th eshold a gi
• Re ei e oss - talk margin
• Re ei e gai a d oise
In FSO communication laser sources, optical amplifiers and the unstable medium
contribute to the optical noise that affects OSNR and thus BER.

2.13. Resources of FSO Communication System:
To optimize the different resources during different weather conditions, such as wavelength,
transmit power and bandwidth in between link and nodes in the FSO network must be
considered. This report has formulated the routing and resource allocation problem in the FSO
communication system and assumed the resources are bandwidth and power.
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Chapter 3

Related Work

This chapter presents some different types of techniques and methods which are very important
to optimize the routing and resource allocation in free space optical (FSO) communication
technology. A design for a better element of links and nodes is presented according to the routing
and resource allocation mechanism. The performance of the FSO links is impaired by different
atmospheric turbulence, according to the theory perspective. It is demonstrated that the
resulting gain is more efficient and achieves a high FSO link capacity. In this report, the various
weather turbulences are described in terms of log-normal, gamma-gamma and log-normal and
gamma-gamma, the last two being conditions for weak to strong turbulence. Moreover, the
Lagrangian Relaxation Method (LRM) is used for solving dual problems: the sub-gradient is used
for solving the non-differentiable Lagrangian multiplier problems; mutlicommodity flow
problems is the allocation of resources such as power and bandwidth of each FSO link to each
commodities and the Dual Decomposition Algorithm (DDA) is used to optimize multicommodity
data flow problem and network design within a bundle of constraints. The optimal routing of
data flows is due to binding the link capacities, which are generally assumed to be fixed. In the
FSO data networks, however, the link capacities are not fixed, but can be adjusted by the
assignment of communication resources such as power and bandwidth to the different links.
Modifying the resource allocation and changing the capacity of the links affects the optimal
routing of data flows, and changes the overall utility of the network. Consequently, routing
problems in the network layer and the allocation of resources problems in the physical layer are
coupled through the capacities of the FSO links and the whole optimal network performance can
be achieved only by the concurrent optimization of the routing and resource allocation.
In recent years, the Lagrangian multipliers technique is used for finding the maximum or
minimum of a function which is subject to equality constraints and it yields a necessary condition
for optimality in constrained problems [22], [27]. Subgradient base Lagrangian multiplier method
is adopted and compared to solve a demonstrative mixed integer programming problem. This is
done to assess the performance on optimality in order to demonstrate its applicability to the
realistic problem [27]. The problems of maximizing of the Lagrangian function of the dual
variables are the Lagrangian dual problems [26]. The minimizing of the cost flow problems arises
in several applications such as Cycle-canceling algorithm, Successive shortest path algorithm,
Primal-dual algorithm, Out-of-kilter algorithm and Relaxation algorithm [26]. Lagrangian
relaxation is very efficient in practice and yields the fastest available algorithm for some classes
of minimization problems [3].
In this thesis, resource allocation in FSO networks is a NP-hard optimization problem. This is why
it has to be relaxed by removing one of the constraints. One method of relaxing the problem is
adding the removed constraint to the optimization problem after multiplying the constraint with
the Lagrangian multiplier. In Section 4.4.1, the usage of Lagrangian relaxation to solve the
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resource allocation problem of the FSO network is discussed. The Lagrangian relaxation method
provides the solution for optimizing a wide range of applied problems that can be modeled as
pure network flow problems with combinatorial optimization, linear and non-linear integer
programming.
The Lagrangian sub-problem or the Lagrangian function is not differentiable so to accommodate
these situations a technique, known as a sub-gradient optimization technique, is used to solve
the non-differentiable Lagrangian multiplier problems [26]. The optimal values mean a feasible
solution that minimizes or maximizes an objective function. Dualizing the side constraints
produces a Lagrangian problem that is easy to solve and whose optimal values are a lower bound
(minimization problems) on the optimal values of the original problem [26-27]. The Lagrangian
problems can thus be used in place of a linear programming relaxation to provide bound. This
approach has led to dramatically improving the algorithm for a number of important problems in
the area of routing, location and assignment. The use of sub-gradient optimization for solving the
Lagrangian multiplier problem has solved the underlying network flow structure and for updating
the Lagrangian multiplier [26].
In this thesis, the optimization problems formulated in Section 4.4.1, power and bandwidth, are
the unknown variables for the FSO network. It signifies that the values of these two types of
variables have to be determined for the objective function (equation) to be optimized. The
collection of all directed paths from the source node to the sink node of FSO networks and the
quantity of µ + � � − is the composite cost of all selected paths. The composite cost of
those paths are demonstrated as negative values because there is freedom of choice for decision
making. For a specific value of the Lagrangian multiplier (µ), L(µ) is solved by enumerating all the
collected paths and choosing the smallest composite cost. The Lagrangian multiplier is also solved
by determining L(µ) for all non-negative values of the Lagrangian multiplier µ and choosing the
value that achieves
�µ≥ L(µ).

The Multi Commodity Flow problems (MCFP) is used when the several commodities use the same
underlying FSO network. MCFP is a network flow problem with multiple commodities between
sources and sink nodes [29]. Various commodities have different origins and destinations.
Multiple commodities have separate balance constraints at each node. The well-established
multicommodity flow algorithm designed a routing protocol for optical wireless and this
algorithm converged the flow to the edges having maximum difference of commodity across it,
which is actual a shortest path algorithm in disguise [29-30]. The introduction of a novel
Lagrangian relaxation technique has solved multicommodity problems to minimize the cost due
to flow problems in a single product [30]. The important issue addressed by the multicommodity
flow problems is the allocation of resources, each link to each commodity in such a way to
minimize the overall cost.
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In this thesis, the FSO networks nodes represent the orgin and the destination for links represents
the data flow path. Data between pairs of nodes define distinct commodities demand and supply
for each commodity is the number of data to be sent between the orgin and destination node of
the commodity. Each FSO link has a certain capacity and in this network the problem to allocate
the resources among the FSO nodes and link optimally in defines some constraints. The
multicommodity flow problems are Linear Program (LP) so the linear programming optimality
condition to characterize solution to the problems. This condition particularly used for the
multicommodity flow problem in Free Space Optical communication system. In order to
characterize the optimal solution for multicommodity flow problem, dual- decomposition
method of linear programming can be used in FSO networks.
The dual decomposition method obtains a global optimal solution to routing on resource
allocation problems in wireless network systems [30]. This is in contrast to the nonlinear integer
program formulation and application of similar methods, such as Lagrangian relaxation, in
obtaining a suboptimal solution for the joint routing and capacity assignment problems in
computer communication networks. An effective clarification to integrate the decisions of cell
formation and the ordering of parts has already been provided in regard to the internal
movements with the help of a softening decomposition method of Lagrange [28].
In this thesis, the dual decomposition is the main algorithm. This function contains the loop for
the sub gradient method. In each iteration of the loop the function implementing the routing
algorithm and the function implementing the resource allocation algorithm are called. These
functions compute the result for resource allocation and routing problem for a Free Space Optical
network within an optimization framework. The dual decomposition approach is applied to multistage problem structures. This method attains the optimal coordination of data routing in the
network layer and resource allocation in the physical layer.
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Chapter 4

Methodology

This chapter presents methods and algorithms that have been implemented in order to solve the
routing and resource allocation problem in FSO network. It starts with problems statement which
is followed by description of the network model. Then the necessary equations are derived to
formulate the optimization problems. This chapter concludes with the presentation of the
algorithms implemented.

4.1. Problem statement:
There is one big challenge for FSO communication and that is the atmospheric turbulence. The
effect of all factors appears as an atmospheric attenuation coefficient in the formulation that
produces different the level on the capacity of power and bandwidth in FSO links and is
uncontrollable in outdoor environment. In heavy attenuation condition the operation of an FSO
link cannot always be maintained and reduces the availability. This problem should be addressed
properly in order to achieve a high available link. The power and bandwidth allocation are very
important to achieve a better data transfer rate and the quick recovery of the FSO link in various
weather turbulences because of FSO link capacity is function of these resources (power and
bandwidth). That is the capacity of a FSO link networks can be adjusted by assigning these
resources to that particular link and as well as assigning the better data flow of that link.
Let’s suppose, in a FSO network there are N nodes and L link among those nodes. (P1, P2,…, PN)
and (W1, W2,…, WN) respectively represents power and bandwidth a aila le at Nodes , ,…,N.
Also In the network there are D sink nodes. The problem is to find optimize assignment of power
and bandwidth available at each node to its outgoing links.
Since FSO network is vulnerable to atmospheric turbulence the optimization algorithm is studied
under normal condition, log-normal condition, gamma-gamma condition and log-normal and
gamma-gamma both condition.
(i) Without any atmospheric turbulence.
where, the received average intensity without any weather turbulence and link selected
under threshold value of link reliability.
(ii) The network is subject to medium atmospheric turbulence and this model is proposed in
[24]. The following equation models determine the probability of light intensity between
source and destination node i,j. If i the proposed network model is reduced the link according
to the link reliability in FSO network under the threshold value (
�ℎ ) of link.
=

�{

�ℎ }

=

−
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�ℎ /

√ σ�

π

where, σ = .

Cn L z

λ

= is the probity that the intensity (�≠ �)

λ = is the wavelength
z = is the distance
�ℎ

= threshold value of link reliability

= �s t�e rec�eved �ntens�ty of s�gnal

= is the received average intensity without any weather turbulences

(iii) The network is subject to weak to strong atmospheric turbulence and this model is
proposed in [25]. The following equation models determine reduced the link according to the
link reliability in FSO network under the threshold value of link.
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where,
and
these are the conduct the probability density function (PDF) of light intensity
related to the atmospheric conditions.
is the modified Bessel function of the second kind
of order m, and Γ is the gamma function [25].
=

√
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π

and
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= . Cn

Cn is represent the reflective index structure parameter. Cn value is varying from
−

−

m

−

to . ×

−

m

for weak to strong turbulence condition [21].

. ×

Since, this gamma-gamma channel model is covered all turbulences scenarios from weak to
strong [25].

4.2. Network Model:
The network is represented by a node-link incidence matrix Anl as described in Following.
A

, �f n �s t�e start node of l�nk
= { − , �f n �s t�e end node of l�nk
ot�erw�se

(1)

where, the columns of matrix represent the links ( = , , ,…. ) and the raw of the matrix
represent the nodes ( = , , ,…. ). In each column there will be at most one 1, the row with 1
represent the source node of the link. In each column there will be at most one -1, the row with 1 represent the destination node of the link.

4.3. Problem formulation:
In this section, the power and bandwidth are considered as resources to implement this thesis
and describe the resources allocation in physical layer and link routing on network layer under
free space optical communication in terms of weather turbulence.

4.3.1. Resource Allocation Problems:
Let us assu e, opti ized po e a d a d idth assig ed o li ks
vectors (P1, P2,…,PL) and (W1, W2,…, WL) respectively.

, ,…, L) is represented by

According to following Shannon theorem, capacity of a link l is function of above two variables
( , ) for l = , ,…L
= ∅

,

=

+

�

(2)

��
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In equation (2) and
is represinting the optimized power and bandwidth for a link l, that
needs to be calculated and � is the power spectral densities.
T affi o ea h li k
(2).

, ,…,L)

must be less than or equal to capacity

described in equation

Objective function for resource allocation problem is given by the following:
Maximize
∑ =∅

(3)

Subject to

(4)
(5)

(P1, P2,…,PL, W1, W2,…, WL) in equation (3), (4) and (5) is the column vector of unknown
variables that represent allocated power and bandwidth of each link.
resources on each link.
Equation (3) state that the capacity ( ) of each link is a function ∅
Solution of resource allocation problem is to find the value of unknown vector (P1, P2,…,PL,
W1, W2,…, WL) for which the objective function in Equation (3) is optimized.
In equation (4) is a 2N x 2L Matrix derived from A that only lists the outgoing links. This is
achieved by setting of all the -1 in A to 0. This is done because we are interested in distribution
of power and bandwidth over each outgoing link of a node. N and L are respecively number
of nodes and links. This equation states that allocated resource ( ) to each of its outgoing
link must be less than the resource available ( ) at that node, The right hand side of equation
(4), is vector (P1, P2,…,PN, W1, W2,…, WN) are known value that indicates the resources
(power and bandwidth) at each node.
Equation (5) states that the communications variables ( ) are greater than zero. That is the
assigned resources to each link are greater than zero.
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4.3.2. Routing Problems:
The network has multiple flow and each flow is identified by each destination node (1,2,..,N)
�

represents data destined for node d through link l.
represents data destined for node d from node n.

Utility of each node is given by the following function
=

where, n≠d

(logarithmic utilization function which is to avoid the self-loop)

(6)

In equation (6), the source node (n) and destination or sink node (d) are not the same node.
Optimization of the above function will give optimal solution of the routing problem.
At any time, the total data flow in the network can be expressed as a product of link-node
incidence matrix (A) and
. This product is equal to data flow entering into all sink-nodes. This
relationship can be expressed as below.
�

=

,

= ,…,

(7)

By adding one of the constraints to the equation (6) (which is the primal problem), can be relaxed.
The resulting Lagrangian version of equation (6) can be structured in such a way that it will allow
simultaneous solution of both the routing and resource allocation problem. Equation (7) �
here � is denoted the flow vector and
here is a source vector. The mathematical expression
of Lagrangian of equation (6) is given bellow.

=

�, , ,

− ∑µ

=∑ ∑
, ≠

= ∑ ∑

− ∑ µ

, ≠

From equation (8) routing problem is = ∑ ∑
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, ≠

−�
+∑ µ �

− ∑ µ

(8)

(9)

From above discussion the following system optimizes the routing problem

Maximize ∑ µ

(10)

Subject to

�

�

=

, for

(12)

, l= , ,…,L

(14)

, for

�

(11)

= ,…,

,for

=∑ �

= ,…,

= ,…,

(13)

, l= , ,…,L

(15)
(16)
(17)

Equations (10) is the utility function of FSO link and equation (11), (12) and (13)
enforces the constraints that the network has multiple flow and each flow is
identified by each destination node (1,2,..,N).
for node n to node d through link l.

represents the data destined

Equation (15) states that the traffic on each link is the sum of traffic distinct on
that each link and equation (14) is state that the traffic of each link is less than
available resources.
Equation (16 state that the allocated resource ( ) to each of its outgoing link
must be less than the resource available
at that node and equation (17)
state that the allocated resources must be non-negative on each outgoing link.
In equation (17) the traffic of each link must be less than or equal to amount of
.
the traffic supported by capacity which is function of resources ∑ = ∅

Resource allocation problems = µ �
which is subject to constraint (16) and
(17). The dual variable µ is cost per unit flow on link.
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4.4. Algorithm:
This section describes the main function in section 4.4.1, dual decomposition algorithm in section
4.4.2, optimize routing problem in section 4.4.3, optimize resource allocation problem in section
4.4.4 and Dijkst a’s algorithm in section 4.4.5.

4.4.1. Main Function: This is the starting point of the simulation. Necessary variables for the
simulation are initialized here, which is followed by call to dual decomposition algorithm. The
results of the dual decomposition algorithm arte used to run Dijkst a’s algorithm. To simulate the
atmospheric turbulences, the topology is subjected to log-normal and gamma-gamma condition
before call to the dual decomposition algorithm.
Main Function (rand_main.m)
Initialization:
= Number of nodes;
= Number of link;
= Generate X node link incident matrix;
= Randomly generate an length array to represent available power at each node;
= Randomly generate an length array to represent bandwidth at each node;
µ = length containing Lagrange multiplier for each link;

Declare the following variable to store the results:

= length array containing optimized power for each link;
= length array containing optimized Bandwidth for each link;
= Source-sink vector that describe optimize data flow from source node to destination node;
� = data flow vector for each link to destination node;
= Optimize traffic on each link;
Iteration:
1

Without any atmospheric turbulence
,

, ,� , = call Dual Decomposition Algorithm ( , , , , ,µ );
Create adjacency matrix PW_Matrix for power from ;
Create adjacency matrix BW_Matrix for bandwidth from
For each source-sink pair
Call dijkstra's algorithm (BW_Matrix, source, sink);
Call dijkstra's algorithm (PW_Matrix, source, sink);
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;

�_�� � �

2.

= Apply log-normal on �

, ,� , = call Dual Decomposition Algorithm ( _
� �
, , , , ,µ ) ;
Create adjacency matrix PW_Matrix for power from ;
Create adjacency matrix BW_Matrix for bandwidth from ;
For each source-sink pair
Call dijkstra's algorithm (BW_Matrix, source, sink);
Call dijkstra's algorithm (PW_Matrix, source, sink);

,

Main Function (rand_main.m cont.)
3.

�_�� � �

= Apply gamma-gamma on �

�_�� � �

= Apply both log-normal and gamma-gamma on �

, ,� , = call Dual Decomposition Algorithm ( _
� �
, , , , ,µ ) ;
Create adjacency matrix PW_Matrix for power from ;
Create adjacency matrix BW_Matrix for bandwidth from ;
For each source-sink pair
Call dijkstra's algorithm (BW_Matrix,source,sink) ;
Call dijkstra's algorithm (PW_Matrix, source,sink) ;

,

4.
,

, ,� , = call Dual Decomposition Algorithm ( _
� �
Create adjacency matrix PW_Matrix for power from ;
Create adjacency matrix BW_Matrix for bandwidth from ;
For each source-sink pair
Call dijkstra's algorithm (BW_Matrix, source, sink);
Call dijkstra's algorithm (PW_Matrix, source, sink);

End
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, , , , ,µ );

4.4.2. Dual Decomposition Algorithm: The dual function evaluated separately in network flow
variables (Vnet) and communication variables (Vcom), this is the main algorithm. The method
resulting solution is interpreted as a routing and allocation mechanism on the certain capacity,
achieving optimal organization data routing in the network layer and the distribution of resources
in the physical layer in FSO network. This algorithm contains the loop for the sub gradient
method. Each of iteration of the loop calls the algorithm in listing section 4.4.3, 4.4.4 and 4.4.5.

Dual Decomposition Algorithm
Input:
= Node link incident matrix;
= Number of nodes;
= Number of link;
= Available power at each node;
= Bandwidth at each node;
µ = length containing Lagrange multiplier for each link;
Output:

= length array containing optimized power for each link;

= length array containing optimized Bandwidth for each link;
= Source-sink vector that describe optimize data flow from node n to node d;
� = data flow vector for each link to destination node;
= Optimize traffic on each link;
Start
1

2
3
4

While |µ + - µ |< threshold; % difference between the lagrangian multiplier this step and
the next step is not small enough to terminate the iteration.
( , � , ) = Optimize Routing Problem ( � = , , , µ );
( , ) = Optimize resource allocation problem (
= , , ,
For each link;

gradient = �

5
6
7

8

−

,

,µ ) ;

; % update the gradient

µ + = µ + θ *gradient; % update the lagrangian multiplier and θ * is
the step size.
End For;
End While;

End
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4.4.3. Optimize Routing Problem: This is a helper function (
called from main function to optimize the routing problems.

�

= , , , µ ). This function is

Function Optimize Routing Problem
Input:
= Node link incident matrix;
= Number of nodes;
= Number of link;
µ = length containing Lagrange multiplier for each link;

Output:

= Source-sink vector that describe optimize data flow from node n to node d;
� = data flow vector for each link to destination node;
= Optimize traffic on each link;
Start
1
2
3
4

For each destination node;
Construct the linear system � −
= ; % this equation represents total traffic
in the network. We will approximate the value of variable � in the following line.
Optimize equation (5) for �

,

End For;

End
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and

at µ ;

4.4.4. Optimize resource allocation problem: This is another helper function (
=
, , , , , µ ). This function is called from main function to optimize the resource allocation
problems.

Function Optimize resource allocation problem
Input:
= Node link incident matrix;
= Number of nodes;
= Number of link;
= Power at each node;
= Bandwidth at each node;
µ = length array containing Lagrange multiplier for each link;
Output:
= length array containing optimized power;

= length array containing optimized Bandwidth
Start
1
2
3
4
End

Construct , , ; %characterized the allocated resources available resources

Optimize the system
optimize into systems
=
=

−

=

: ; % power allocation
+ :

for

; % bandwidth allocation
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at µ ; % available resource resources

4.4.5. Dijkstra's algorithm: This function is called from main function to find the shortest path
between a source sink pair.

Function Dijkstra’s algorithm
Input:

Output:
�

ℎ = Adjacency matrix representing the graph;
= Source node of the shortest path to be found;
�
�
= Destination node of the shortest path to be found;

= Each entry of this array represent distance between source node and index node

prev = Array containing shortest path. Each entry represents the previous node of the index node
Start
create vertex set Q
for each vertex v in Graph:
dist[v] ← INFINITY
prev[v] ← UNDEFINED
add v to Q

// Initialization
// Unknown distance from source to v
// Previous node in optimal path from source
// All nodes initially in Q (unvisited nodes)

dist[source] ← 0

// Distance from source to source

while Q is not empty:
u ← vertex in Q with min dist[u] // Source node will be selected first
remove u from Q
for each neighbor v of u:
// where v is still in Q.
alt ← dist[u] + length (u, v)
// A shorter path to v has been found
if alt < dist[v]:
dist[v] ← alt
prev[v] ← u
return dist[], prev[]
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Chapter 5

Simulation Results and Discussion

This chapter includes the result and discussion with graphical explanation of the work which
covers four important investigations for multicommodity data flow and optimization result in FSO
network technology exposed to different atmospheric turbulences. The following figures show
the Lagrangian Multiplier and objective function values against the number of iterations for the
first four atmospheric conditions and find the shortest path between source to sink pairs in FSO
network.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

No atmospheric turbulence (Normal conditions)
With log-normal weather conditions
With gamma-gamma weather conditions
With Log normal and gamma-gamma conditions combined
Shortest-path routing based on allocated resources between all source and sink pairs in
FSO network.

In the below graphs from section 5.1 to section 5.4 are output of multi commodity data follow
model, optimize the results with different number of iterations and shortest path routing
topology.
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5.1. Simulation in no weather effect condition (Normal condition):
In below figure (5.1) shows gradient (green dashed line) and lagrangian multiplier (red line)
against number iteration. Observed the same pattern has shown between interval (33-38) and
between the intervals (43-48) that means lagrangian multiplier (µ) stabilizes optimization is
achieved.

Figure 5.1: Convergence of Larangian multiplier (µ) and gradient without
atmospheric turbulence.
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In below figure 5.2 plots the optimization function �, , , is plotted in red line and routing
problem (Vnet) in green dashed line. This function is the summation of two other function such as
routing problem function and resource allocation problem function in equation (8) in section
4.3.2. Communication problem (Vcom) has shown in blue line. Between interval (33-38) and (4348) the value of the function �, , , do not change as the function converges.

Figure 5.2: Convergence of objective function against number of iteration
without atmospheric turbulence. Also note that the objective function is
summation of the solution of routing problem and resource allocation problem.
In below table 5.1 observed the power and bandwidth values have been allocated in normal
condition in between all source sink pair for each FSO link after optimization.
Link Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Nodes
(13,15)
(3,27)
(2,14)
(25,12)
(19,25)
(27,28)
(6,8)
(27,18)
(16,19)
(7,14)
(13,29)
(19,21)

Bandwidth(bit/s)
2.464370e+001
1.028450e+001
1.313370e+001
3.436800e+001
2.474700e+001
1.345520e+001
9.984700e+000
1.345520e+001
1.031270e+001
1.789380e+001
2.464370e+001
2.474700e+001
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Power(Watt)
4.592920e+001
2.184570e+001
2.937340e+001
6.985540e+001
2.644130e+001
1.819180e+001
1.913080e+001
1.819180e+001
2.149290e+001
4.180670e+001
4.592920e+001
2.644130e+001

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

(22,11)
(16,17)
(5,17)
(21,13)
(26,22)
(11,14)
(12,24)
(23,13)
(21,29)
(24,22)
(4,12)
(18,14)
(2,7)
(26,1)
(26,3)
(7,18)
(4,21)
(2,5)
(1,14)
(16,26)
(3,28)
(4,16)
(1,24)
(26,28)
(9,4)
(16,18)
(23,3)
(6,29)
(29,20)
(21,12)
(8,18)
(27,13)
(4,14)
(10,13)
(26,13)
(12,11)
(5,8)
(3,13)
(8,9)
(15,22)
(8,24)
(3,12)
(1,7)
(5,9)
(6,5)
(18,28)
(29,7)
(15,12)

3.354100e+001
1.031270e+001
9.101200e+000
9.881400e+000
7.175100e+000
3.481700e+001
2.089290e+001
1.738330e+001
9.881400e+000
2.879860e+001
9.402400e+000
1.395140e+001
1.313370e+001
7.175100e+000
7.175100e+000
1.789380e+001
9.402400e+000
1.313370e+001
1.467950e+001
1.031270e+001
1.028450e+001
9.402400e+000
1.467950e+001
7.175100e+000
3.830700e+001
1.031270e+001
1.738330e+001
9.984700e+000
1.544200e+001
9.881400e+000
1.047310e+001
1.345520e+001
9.402400e+000
4.865560e+001
7.175100e+000
2.089290e+001
9.101200e+000
1.028450e+001
1.047310e+001
2.108290e+001
1.047310e+001
1.028450e+001
1.467950e+001
9.101200e+000
9.984700e+000
1.395140e+001
1.544200e+001
2.108290e+001

5.965190e+001
2.149290e+001
2.245430e+001
3.270260e+001
1.131110e+001
9.532210e+001
2.562130e+001
4.832240e+001
3.270260e+001
6.366080e+001
1.404020e+001
3.953950e+001
2.937340e+001
1.131110e+001
1.131110e+001
4.180670e+001
1.404020e+001
2.937340e+001
2.502760e+001
2.149290e+001
2.184570e+001
1.404020e+001
2.502760e+001
1.131110e+001
5.048790e+001
2.149290e+001
4.832240e+001
1.913080e+001
4.474320e+001
3.270260e+001
2.824000e+001
1.819180e+001
1.404020e+001
6.396950e+001
1.131110e+001
2.562130e+001
2.245430e+001
2.184570e+001
2.824000e+001
3.956170e+001
2.824000e+001
2.184570e+001
2.502760e+001
2.245430e+001
1.913080e+001
3.953950e+001
4.474320e+001
3.956170e+001

Table 5.1: Optimize values of power and bandwidth for each FSO link without any
atmospheric turbulence.
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In below figure 5.3 observed the allocated power value is 2.93734 (units) in link number 30,
between 2 and 5 nodes from table 5.1).

Fig 5.3: Shortest path based on allocated power between all source and sink pair without any
atmospheric turbulence. (Green color defines for all source nodes, blue color all sink nodes
and red intermediary node. All outgoing paths from a source node are in same color).
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But here is observed the allocated bandwidth value is 1.31337 (units) in the same link (Marked
link number 30 from table 5.1). So the difference between figure 5.3 and 5.4 is two different
resources are allocated but atmospheric turbulence is the same in the FSO network.

Fig 5.4: Shortest path based on allocated bandwidth between all source and sink pair without
any atmospheric turbulence in FSO network. (Green color defines for all source nodes, blue
color all sink nodes and red intermediary node. All outgoing paths from a source node are in
same color).
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5.2. Simulation in log-normal weather effect condition:
In below figure 5.5 plots the gradient (green dashed line) and lagrangian multiplier (red line)
against number iteration. Observed the same pattern has shown between interval (33-38) and
between the intervals (43-48) that means lagrangian multiplier (µ) stabilizes optimization is
achieved in log normal condition in FSO network.

Figure 5.5: Convergence of Larangian Multiplier (µ) and gradient against
number of iteration in Log-normal condition in FSO network.
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In below figure 5.6 plots the optimization function �, , , which is summation of other two
functions such as routing problem (Vnet) and communication problem (Vcom). Between interval
(33-38) and (43-48) the value of the function �, , , do not change as the function converges
in log-normal condition in FSO network.

Figure 5.6: Convergence of objective function against number of iteration in Lognormal condition. Also note that the objective function is summation of the
solution of routing problem and resource allocation problem in log-normal
condition in FSO network.
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In below table5.2 shows the optimized allocated value of power and bandwidth for
each selected source sink pair on Log-normal condition in FSO network.
Link Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Nodes
(13,15)
(25,12)
(27,18)
(16,19)
(7,14)
(13,29)
(19,21)
(5,17)
(21,13)
(21,29)
(4,12)
(26,1)
(26,3)
(7,18)
(4,21)
(2,5)
(26,28)
(9,4)
(6,29)
(29,20)
(21,12)
(10,13)
(8,9)
(15,22)
(5,9)
(6,5)
(18,28)
(15,12)

Bandwidth(bit/s)
2.464370e+001
3.436800e+001
4.036560e+001
4.125090e+001
1.789380e+001
2.464370e+001
4.949400e+001
1.365180e+001
9.881400e+000
9.881400e+000
1.880490e+001
1.195860e+001
1.195860e+001
1.789380e+001
1.880490e+001
3.940130e+001
1.195860e+001
3.830700e+001
1.497710e+001
3.088410e+001
9.881400e+000
4.865570e+001
3.141950e+001
2.108290e+001
1.365180e+001
1.497710e+001
2.790290e+001
2.108290e+001

Power(Watt)
4.592920e+001
6.985540e+001
5.457560e+001
8.597160e+001
4.180670e+001
4.592920e+001
5.288270e+001
3.368150e+001
3.270260e+001
3.270260e+001
2.808040e+001
1.885190e+001
1.885190e+001
4.180670e+001
2.808040e+001
8.812030e+001
1.885190e+001
5.048790e+001
2.869620e+001
8.948640e+001
3.270260e+001
6.396950e+001
8.472010e+001
3.956170e+001
3.368150e+001
2.869620e+001
7.907900e+001
3.956170e+001

Table 5.2: Optimize values of power and bandwidth for reliable link in FSO network
in Log-normal condition.
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In below figure 5.7 observed the allocated power value is 2.86962 (units) in link number 19,
between 6 and 29 nodes from table 5.2). Node number 11, 23, 24 and 30 have been reduced
under the log-normal condition because these nodes have no any reliable link from source to
destination pair.

Fig 5.7: Shortest path based on allocated power between all source and sink pair in log-normal
condition. (Green color defines for all source nodes, blue color all sink nodes and red
intermediary node. All outgoing paths from a source node are in same color).
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The allocated bandwidth value is 1.4977 (units) has shown in figure 5.8 in the same link (19),
between 6 and 29 nodes from table 5.2). The same numbers of node have been reduced under
the same condition because these nodes have no any reliable link from source to destination in
log-normal condition.

Fig 5.8: Shortest path based on bandwidth between all source and sink pair log-normal condition.
(Green color defines for all source nodes, blue color all sink nodes and red intermediary node. All
outgoing paths from a source node are in same color).
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5.3. Simulation in gamma-gamma weather effect condition:
In below figure (5.9) shows gradient (green dashed line) and lagrangian multiplier (red line)
against number iteration. Same pattern has shown between interval (33-38) and between the
intervals (43-48) that means lagrangian multiplier (µ) stabilizes optimization is achieved in
gamma-gamma condition.

Figure 5.9: Convergence of Larangian Multiplier (µ) and gradient in GammaGamma condition against number of iteration.
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In below figure 5.10 plots the optimization function �, , , which is summation of other two
functions such as routing problem (Vnet) and communication problem (Vcom). Between interval
(33-38) and (43-48) the value of the function �, , , do not change as the function converges
in gamma-gamma condition.

Figure 5.10: Convergence of objective function against number of iteration in
Gamma-Gamma condition. Also note that the objective function is summation
of the solution of routing problem and resource allocation problem.

In below table 5.3 shows the optimized allocated value of power and bandwidth for each
source link pair in gamma-gamma condition in FSO network.
Link Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Nodes
(13,15)
(3,27)
(2,14)
(25,12)
(19,25)
(27,28)
(6,8)
(27,18)
(16,19)
(7,14)
(13,29)
(22,11)
(16,17)
(5,17)
(21,13)
(26,22)
(11,14)

Bandwidth(bit/s)
2.464370e+001
1.028450e+001
1.313370e+001
3.436800e+001
4.949390e+001
1.345520e+001
9.984700e+000
1.345520e+001
1.031270e+001
1.789380e+001
2.464370e+001
3.354100e+001
1.031270e+001
9.101200e+000
1.482220e+001
8.968900e+000
3.481700e+001
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Power(Watt)
4.592920e+001
2.184570e+001
2.937340e+001
6.985540e+001
5.288260e+001
1.819180e+001
1.913080e+001
1.819180e+001
2.149290e+001
4.180670e+001
4.592920e+001
5.965190e+001
2.149290e+001
2.245430e+001
4.905400e+001
1.413890e+001
9.532210e+001

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

(12,24)
(23,13)
(21,29)
(24,22)
(4,12)
(18,14)
(2,7)
(26,3)
(7,18)
(2,5)
(1,14)
(16,26)
(3,28)
(4,16)
(1,24)
(26,28)
(16,18)
(23,3)
(6,29)
(29,20)
(8,18)
(27,13)
(4,14)
(26,13)
(12,11)
(5,8)
(3,13)
(8,9)
(15,22)
(8,24)
(3,12)
(1,7)
(5,9)
(6,5)
(18,28)
(29,7)
(15,12)

2.089290e+001
1.738330e+001
1.482220e+001
2.879860e+001
1.253660e+001
1.395140e+001
1.313370e+001
8.968900e+000
1.789380e+001
1.313370e+001
1.467950e+001
1.031270e+001
1.028450e+001
1.253660e+001
1.467950e+001
8.968900e+000
1.031270e+001
1.738330e+001
9.984700e+000
1.544200e+001
1.047310e+001
1.345520e+001
1.253660e+001
8.968900e+000
2.089290e+001
9.101200e+000
1.028450e+001
1.047310e+001
2.108290e+001
1.047310e+001
1.028450e+001
1.467950e+001
9.101200e+000
9.984700e+000
1.395140e+001
1.544200e+001
2.108290e+001

2.562130e+001
4.832240e+001
4.905400e+001
6.366080e+001
1.872030e+001
3.953950e+001
2.937340e+001
1.413890e+001
4.180670e+001
2.937340e+001
2.502760e+001
2.149290e+001
2.184570e+001
1.872030e+001
2.502760e+001
1.413890e+001
2.149290e+001
4.832240e+001
1.913080e+001
4.474320e+001
2.824000e+001
1.819180e+001
1.872030e+001
1.413890e+001
2.562130e+001
2.245430e+001
2.184570e+001
2.824000e+001
3.956170e+001
2.824000e+001
2.184570e+001
2.502760e+001
2.245430e+001
1.913080e+001
3.953950e+001
4.474320e+001
3.956170e+001

Table 5.3: Optimize values of power and bandwidth for reliable FSO link on gammagamma condition.
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In below figure 5.11 observed the allocated power value is 2.9373 (units) in link number 27,
between 2 and 5 nodes from table 5.3). Node number 10 and 30 have been reduced under the
gamma-gamma condition because these nodes have no any reliable link from source to
destination pair.

Fig 5.11: Shortest path based on allocated power between all source and sink gamma-gamma
condition. (Green color defines for all source nodes, blue color all sink nodes and red
intermediary node. All outgoing paths from a source node are in same color).
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In below figure 5.12 observed the allocated bandwidth value is 1.3133 (units) in the same link
(27), between 2 and 5 nodes from table 5.3). Node number 10 and 30 have been reduced under
the gamma-gamma condition because these nodes have no any reliable link from source to
destination pair.

Fig 5.12: Shortest path based on Bandwidth between all source and sink pair in gamma-gamma
condition. (Green color defines for all source nodes, blue color all sink nodes and red
intermediary node. All outgoing paths from a source node are in same color).
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5.4. Simulation in both (log-normal and gamma-gamma) atmospheric
turbulence:
In below figure (5.13) shows gradient (green dashed line) and lagrangian multiplier (red line)
against number iteration. Same pattern has shown between interval (33-38) and between the
intervals (43-48) that means lagrangian multiplier (µ) became stable in both log-normal and
gamma-gamma condition.

Figure 5.13: Convergence of Larangian Multiplier (µ) and gradient in both lognormal and gamma-gamma condition versus number of iteration.
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In below figure 5.10 plots the optimization function �, , , which is summation of other two
functions such as routing problem (Vnet) and communication problem (Vcom). Between interval
(33-38) and (43-48) the value of the function �, , , do not change as the function converges
in both log-normal and gamma-gamma condition. Figure 5.14 also shows the graph is negative
value because of sink flow can be negative.

Figure 5.14: Convergence of objective function against number of iteration in
Log-normal and Gamma-Gamma condition. Also note that the objective
function is summation of the solution of routing problem and resource
allocation problem.

In below table 5.4 shows the allocated optimized value of power and bandwidth for each source
link pair on both log-normal and gamma-gamma condition in FSO network.
Link Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Nodes
(19,25)
(27,28)
(6,8)
(7,14)
(13,29)
(5,17)
(21,13)
(21,29)
(4,12)
(7,18)
(16,26)
(1,24)
(26,28)

Bandwidth(bit/s)
4.949410e+001
4.036560e+001
9.984700e+000
1.789380e+001
4.928740e+001
2.730360e+001
1.482220e+001
1.482220e+001
1.880490e+001
1.789380e+001
4.125100e+001
2.201930e+001
3.587600e+001
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Power(Watt)
5.288270e+001
5.457560e+001
1.913080e+001
4.180670e+001
9.185850e+001
6.736300e+001
4.905400e+001
4.905400e+001
2.808040e+001
4.180670e+001
8.597160e+001
3.754140e+001
5.655570e+001

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

(6,29)
(4,14)
(12,11)
(8,9)
(1,7)
(6,5)
(15,12)

9.984700e+000
1.880490e+001
4.178590e+001
3.141960e+001
2.201930e+001
9.984700e+000
4.216590e+001

1.913080e+001
2.808040e+001
5.124270e+001
8.472010e+001
3.754140e+001
1.913080e+001
7.912350e+001

Table 5.4: Optimize values of power and bandwidth for reliable FSO link on both
log-normal and gamma-gamma condition.

In below figure 5.15 is the topology of a randomly generated based on allocated power in FSO
network with reliable links in terms of both log-normal and gamma-gamma condition. In below
figure 5.15 also observed the allocated power value is 3.75414 (unit) in link number 12, between 1 and 24
nodes from table 5.4). Node number 2,3,10,20,22,23 and 30 have been reduced under the both in lognormal and gamma-gamma condition because these nodes have no any reliable link from source to
destination pair.

Fig 5.15: Optimal routing and shortest path based on allocated power between all source and
sink pair on both log-normal and gamma-gamma condition in FSO network. (Green color defines
for all source nodes, blue color all sink nodes and red intermediary node. All outgoing paths from
a source node are in same color).
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In below figure 5.16 is the topology of a randomly generated based on allocated bandwidth in
FSO network with reliable links in terms of both log-normal and gamma-gamma condition. In
below figure 5.16 also observed the allocated bandwidth value is 2.20193 (unit) in link number
12, between 1 and 24 nodes from table 5.4). Node number 2,3,10,20,22,23 and 30 have been
reduced under the both in log-normal and gamma-gamma condition because these nodes have
no any reliable link from source to destination pair in FSO network.

Fig 5.16: Optimal routing and shortest path based on allocation bandwidth in link between all
source and sink pair on both log-normal and gamma-gamma condition in FSO network. (Green
color defines for all source nodes, blue color all sink nodes and red intermediary node. All
outgoing paths from a source node are in same color).
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5.5. Discussion:
Figure 5.1 shows gradient (plotted in dashed green line) and lagrangian multiplier (plotted in solid
red line) against number iteration. This graph shows that the gradient is changing in the same
pattern between interval (33-38) and between the intervals (43-48). This observation allows for
the termination of further execution of the algorithm. In this figure 5.1 it is also apparent that
the lagrangian multiplier stabilizes once optimization is achieved. The similar phenomenon can
be observed in the figure 5.5, 5.9, 5.13 which correspond to the simulation of the same algorithm
in different atmospheric condition.
�, , , formed in equation (8) in
section 4.4.2 along with its decomposed sub problems ∑ ∑ , ≠
− ∑ µ
, and
∑ µ . Function �, , , is plotted in red which is equal to the summation to other two
functions, as expected. Between interval (33-38) and (43-48) the value of the function
�, , , do not change as the function converges. The above discussion is also applicable for
figure 5.6, 5.10, 5.14 that display the results of the algorithm in different weather condition.
Figure 5.13 and 5.14 show the negative value because sink flow can be negative.

The graph in figure 5.2 plots the optimization function

Dijkstra's algorithm has applied to generating the random topology on based on power and
bandwidth in FSO network. Dijkstra's algorithm also applied to finding the shortest path between
any source node to any sink node pair and the allocated resources values are used in the
algorithm and after that found a power based routing and a bandwidth based routing of each
FSO link.
In the above four different weather condition simulated multicommodity flow graphs show the
number of iteration and optimization Summery of result in different weather turbulence in below
table:

1
2
3
4

Conditions
Normal
Lognormal
Gamma-Gamma
Lognormal and Gamma-Gamma

Number of Iteration
36
45
40
47

Table-5.6: Number of iteration against different atmospheric conditions.
From the table above, it is observed that the quickest convergence is achieved without any
atmospheric turbulence. The algorithm performs better if the networks are subject to gammagamma weather conditions than it does when subject to log-normal weather conditions. Finally,
if the network is subject to both conditions, the algorithm requires the greatest number of
iterations.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

From the previous section, it is observed that the quickest convergence is achieved without any
atmospheric turbulence. The algorithm performs better if the networks are subject to gammagamma weather conditions than it does when subject to log-normal weather conditions. Finally,
if the network is subject to both conditions, the algorithm requires the greatest number of
iterations. The model in this report combines the resource allocation problems and the routing
problems in two layers. The proposed model is very useful for network provisioning and high
level management of the networks and it is also useful for the possibility of combining distributed
algorithms for the high level dual problems. This work will have extended the RRA framework
and concurrent link scheduling, routing and power allocation in wireless network.
In this project, price directive approach of decomposition method for optimization is studied.
This approach can be compared with other approaches like resource-directive method or
partitioning method. This study has achieved a better insight into solving resource allocation and
routing problems in FSO.
In the future, to achieve another better running time, the algorithm can be implemented for
parallel architecture. The nature of the problem is particularly suitable for decomposing into
multiple sub-problems. This is possible to implement both in shared memory and model.
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Appendix: Source Code(MATLAB)
%Inputs
close all;
clear all;
n=30;
%Number of Nodes
l=60;
%Initial Number of links
Number_links = l;
Number_Links= l;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
condition=1;
lambd = 1550e-9;
g_th=0.9;
I_0 = 10;
P_Max=100;
W_Max=50;
delta_max=1;
I_th = 8;

%0= no reduction, 1=just log-normal,2=just gamma-gamma,3= both
%in nano Meter wave length
%reliability FSO link
%Average Intensity current-- from the paper Design and
%Maximum power of each nodes (P_tot)
%Maximum bandwidths each link (W_tot)
%maximum of power spectral densities
%Intensity threshold

%% PARAMETERS FOR GAMMA GAMMA
gamma_th=5;
%threshold for gamma_gamma
P=10;
%air pressure
T=23;
%temperature
C_t2=20;
%temperature structure constant
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% PARAMETERS OF DUAL_DECOMPOSITION ALGORITHM
Num_iteration=600;
% number of iteration for sub-gradient method method
Beta=0.1;
%% START GNERATION INITIAL NETWORK RANDOMLY
mark_destination_nodes=zeros(1,n);
% mark node 1 as sink node
mark_destination_nodes(2)=1;
% mark node 2 as sink node

[A,dist,x,y,adj_matrix]=make_data(n,l,mark_destination_nodes);
% geberate random network
% %END GNERATION INITIAL NETWORK RANDOMLY
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%% DUAL_DECOMPOSITION ALGORITHM
p=randi(10,1,Number_Links);

%Initial_point for DUAL_DECOMPOSITION algorithm

%%START GENERATING POWER AND BANDWITHDS OF NODES RANDOMLY
for i=1:n
P_tot(i)=(P_Max/2)+(P_Max/2)*rand();
%maximum power node i between (P_Max/2, P_Max)
W_tot(i)=(W_Max/2)+(W_Max/2)*rand();
%maximum bandwidths node i between (W_Max/2, W_Max)
end;
for i=1:Number_Links
delta(i)=(delta_max/2)+(delta_max/2)*2; % power spectral densities of link i
end;
%%END GENERATING POWER AND BANDWITHDS OF NODES RANDOMLY

%%%%%%%%%START SIMULATING WITHOUT ANY ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE START%%%%%%%
g=[ P_tot W_tot];
% resource limits
A_Reduced=A;
% Without any atmospheric turbulence reduced number of links = original number of links
Number_Links=l;
[flag,Destination_Nodes ] = CheckMatrix( A_Reduced);
[V,X_OPT,S_OPT,T_OPT,P_L,W_L,P_value,v_n,v_c,gradient,m_p]=DUAL_DECOMPOSITION (A_Reduced
,g,delta,Destination_Nodes,Num_iteration,Beta,p(1:size(A_Reduced,2)));
%% START PLOTTING LAGRANGIAN MULTIPLIER
array_length=size(m_p',2)
figure(1)
plot(1:array_length, mean(m_p(1:array_length,:)'),'r-',1:array_length,
mean(gradient(1:array_length,:)'),'g-.');
set(gca,'FontSize',12);
legend('Âµ','gradient','Location','northeast');
ylabel('Âµ, gradient');
xlabel('iteration')
%% END PLOTTING LAGRANGIAN MULTIPLIER
%% START PLOTTING FUNCTION VALUES
figure(2)
plot(1:size(V,2),V,'r-',1:size(v_n,2),v_n,'g-.',1:size(v_c,2),v_c*100,'b-');
set(gca,'FontSize',12);
legend('f(x,s,r,t)','routing problem','communication problem','Location','northeast');
xlabel('iteration');
ylabel('problems');
%% END PLOTTING FUNCTION VALUES
%%%%%%%%% END SIMULATING WITHOUT ANY ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE %%%%%%%%%%%
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%% START CLEAR THE DATA FOR THE NEXT EXECUTION
clear V X_OPT S_OPT T_OPT P_L W_L P_value v_n v_c gradient A_Reduced ;
%% END CLEAR THE DATA FOR THE NEXT EXECUTION

%%%%%%%%%%%START SIMULATING LOG-NORMAL ATOMSPHERIC TURBULENCE%%%%%%%%%
[ A_Reduced,Number_Links ] = Log_Normal(A,lambd,I_th,I_0,dist,g_th ); %implement log normal
[flag,Destination_Nodes ] = CheckMatrix( A_Reduced);
[V,X_OPT,S_OPT,T_OPT,P_L,W_L,P_value,v_n,v_c,gradient]=DUAL_DECOMPOSITION (A_Reduced
,g,delta,Destination_Nodes,Num_iteration,Beta,p(1:size(A_Reduced,2)));
%% START PLOTTING LAGRANGIAN MULTIPLIER
figure(3)
plot(1:Num_iteration, mean(P_value(2:Num_iteration+1,1:size(A_Reduced,2))'),'r',1:Num_iteration,mean(gradient(2:Num_iteration+1,1:size(A_Reduced,2))'),'g-.');
set(gca,'FontSize',12);
legend('Âµ','gradient','Location','northeast');
ylabel('Âµ, gradient');
xlabel('iteration')
%% END PLOTTING LAGRANGIAN MULTIPLIER
%% START PLOTTING FUNCTION VALUES
figure(4)
plot(1:Num_iteration,V,'r-',1:Num_iteration,v_n,'g-.',1:Num_iteration,v_c*100,'b-');
set(gca,'FontSize',12);
legend('f(x,s,r,t)','routing problem','communication problem','Location','northeast');
xlabel('iteration');
ylabel('problems');
%% END PLOTTING FUNCTION VALUES
%%%%%%%%%%END SIMULATING LOG-NORMAL ATOMSPHERIC TURBULENCE%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%% START SIMULATING GAMMA-GAMMA ATOMSPHERIC TURBULENCE%%%%%%
clear V X_OPT S_OPT T_OPT P_L W_L P_value v_n v_c gradient A_Reduced ;
[ A_Reduced,Num_Link_new ] = Gamma_Gamma_reduction(A,lambd,P,T,C_t2,dist,gamma_th );
%implement gamma-gamma
[flag,Destination_Nodes ] = CheckMatrix( A_Reduced);
[V,X_OPT,S_OPT,T_OPT,P_L,W_L,P_value,v_n,v_c,gradient]=DUAL_DECOMPOSITION (A_Reduced
,g,delta,Destination_Nodes,Num_iteration,Beta,p(1:size(A_Reduced,2)));
%% START PLOTTING LAGRANGIAN MULTIPLIER
figure(5)
plot(1:Num_iteration, mean(P_value(2:Num_iteration+1,1:size(A_Reduced,2))'),'r',1:Num_iteration,mean(gradient(2:Num_iteration+1,1:size(A_Reduced,2))'),'g-.');
set(gca,'FontSize',12);
legend('Âµ','gradient','Location','northeast');
ylabel('Âµ, gradient');
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xlabel('iteration')
%% END PLOTTING LAGRANGIAN MULTIPLIER

%% START PLOTTING FUNCTION VALUES
figure(6)
plot(1:Num_iteration,V,'r-',1:Num_iteration,v_n,'g-.',1:Num_iteration,v_c*100,'b-');
set(gca,'FontSize',12);
legend('f(x,s,r,t)','routing problem','communication problem','Location','northeast');
xlabel('iteration');
ylabel('problems');
%% END PLOTTING FUNCTION VALUES
%%%%%%%%%% END SIMULATING GAMMA-GAMMA ATOMSPHERIC TURBULENCE%%%%%%%%

% START SIMULATING BOTH LOG-NORMAL AND GAMMA-GAMMA ATOMSPHERIC TURBULENCE%
clear V X_OPT S_OPT T_OPT P_L W_L P_value v_n v_c gradient A_Reduced ;
[ A_Reduced,Number_Links ] = Log_Normal(A,lambd,I_th,I_0,dist,g_th ); %implement log normal
[ A_Reduced,Number_Links ] =
Gamma_Gamma_reduction(A_Reduced,lambd,P,T,C_t2,dist,gamma_th ); %implement gamma-gamma
[flag,Destination_Nodes ] = CheckMatrix( A_Reduced);
[V,X_OPT,S_OPT,T_OPT,P_L,W_L,P_value,v_n,v_c,gradient]=DUAL_DECOMPOSITION (A_Reduced
,g,delta,Destination_Nodes,Num_iteration,Beta,p(1:size(A_Reduced,2)));
%% START PLOTTING LAGRANGIAN MULTIPLIER
figure(7)
plot(1:Num_iteration, mean(P_value(2:Num_iteration+1,1:size(A_Reduced,2))'),'r',1:Num_iteration,mean(gradient(2:Num_iteration+1,1:size(A_Reduced,2))'),'g-.');
set(gca,'FontSize',12);
legend('Âµ','gradient','Location','northeast');
ylabel('Âµ, gradient');
xlabel('iteration')
%% END PLOTTING LAGRANGIAN MULTIPLIER
%% START PLOTTING FUNCTION VALUES
figure(8)
plot(1:Num_iteration,V,'r-',1:Num_iteration,v_n,'g-.',1:Num_iteration,v_c*100,'b-');
set(gca,'FontSize',12);
legend('f(x,s,r,t)','routing problem','communication problem','Location','northeast');
xlabel('iteration');
ylabel('problems');
%% END PLOTTING FUNCTION VALUES
% END SIMULATING BOTH LOG-NORMAL AND GAMMA-GAMMA ATOMSPHERIC TURBULENCE%

%%Find shortest path function using Dijkstra's algorithm
function find_shortest_path(n,l,A,links,W_L,P_L, mark_soruce_node,mark_destination_nodes )
%function [ output_args ] = find_shortest_path(n,l,links,W_L,P_L )
% Detailed explanation goes here
BW_adj_map = zeros(n);
PW_adj_map = zeros(n);
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for myidx = 1:numel(links)/2
src =links(myidx,1);
dst =links(myidx,2);
BW_adj_map(src,dst)=W_L(myidx);
PW_adj_map(src,dst)=P_L(myidx);
end
h2 = view(biograph(sparse(PW_adj_map),[],'ShowWeights','on'));
h = view(biograph(sparse(BW_adj_map),[],'ShowWeights','on'));
% all_srcs = find(mark_soruce_node);
% all_dsts = find(mark_destination_nodes);
[ all_srcs,all_dsts ] = find_all_srcs_dsts( A )
color = [
1.0 0 0 ;
0 1.0 0 ;
0 0 1.0 ;
1.0 1.0 0;
0 1.0 1.0;
1.0 0 1.0; ];
for src_idx = 1:numel(all_srcs );
for dst_idx = 1:numel(all_dsts );
src1 = all_srcs (src_idx);
dst1 = all_dsts (dst_idx);
[BW_dist,BW_path,BW_pred] = graphshortestpath(sparse(BW_adj_map), src1,dst1,
'Method','Dijkstra');
[PW_dist,PW_path,PW_pred] = graphshortestpath(sparse(PW_adj_map),src1,dst1,
'Method','Dijkstra');
color_edges_sp(h,mat2cell(BW_path),src1 , color(mod(src_idx,5)+1,:));
color_edges_sp(h2,mat2cell(PW_path),src1 ,color(mod(src_idx,5)+1,:));
end
end
set(h.Nodes((all_srcs) ),'Color',[0 1 0]);
set(h2.Nodes((all_srcs) ),'Color',[0 1 0]);
set(h.Nodes((all_dsts) ),'Color',[0 0 1]);
set(h2.Nodes((all_dsts) ),'Color',[0 0 1]);
end

%% End shortest path function using Dijkstra's algorithm

END
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